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The US Air Force recently developed the Global Reach Laydown Package 
(GRLP) concept for expanding the capacity of overseas airfields available for its use 
during a military operation. The GRLP concept consists of five force modules that can be 
rapidly deployed to temporarily expand capacities of overseas airfields. These modules 
contain personnel and equipment necessary for increasing airfield capacity 
To aid in the decision to deploy these force modules, this thesis develops integer 
prograrruning models. These models produce deployment schedules for modules that 
mi ni mize the weighted combination of capacity shortfalls and the cost of transporting 
modules to their destinations_ Also included is the option to redeploy modules after their 
initial placement To illustrate their usc, these models were implemented in the General 
Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) using a sample problem data. Several issues of 
interest in planning module deployment are also discussed 

THESIS DISCLAJl\1ER 
The reader is cautioned that the computer program developed in this research may 
not have been exercised for all cases of interest While every efion has been made, within 
the time available, to ensure that the functions are free of computational and logical errors, 
they cannot be con~idered fully verified or validated. Any application of these functions 
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Realignment of the US military's force structure has decreased the number of 
overseas airfields available for use in airlitl operations. Without adequate number of 
airfields that have sufficient capacity, troops and materiel can not be delivered to the right 
place at the right time. To effectively support a wide range ofcontingcncy operations, the 
US Air Force's Air Mobil ity Command (At\1C) must have the ability to rapidly expand the 
capacities of the remaining overseas airfields. Instead of permanently increasing airfield 
capacity, AMC developed the Global Reach Laydown Package (GRLP) concept, 
consisting oftive air deployable force modules. These force modules contain persOIUlel 
and equipment necessary to provide additional infrastructure to an airfield, thereby 
increasing its capacity. The key advantage of the GRLP concept is that the modules can be 
airlifted and deployed at overseas airfields in at most five days. However, the force 
modules must be deployed at the appropriate airfields and time in order to use them most 
effectively. 
The goal of this thesis is to aid airlift planners in detennining the most effective 
placement of these modules in support of an airlift operation. [n particular, the decision of 
where and when to place these modules is formulated as integer programming problems, 
also known as Throughput Capacity Expansion problems. There are two options in 
placing the modules. One allows modules to be redeployed to different airfields after their 
initial placement and the other does not. As an objective, problems under both options 
minimize the weighted sum of the total amount of capacity shortfalls and the 
transportation cost associated with deploying force modules 
When implemented in the General A1gebrai(; Modeling System (GA..\.fS), solutions 
to the TeE problems specifY schedules for deployingfrcdcploying forcc modules at various 
airfields_ Moreover, as an aid to decision making, these solutions can be analyzed and 
provide useful information Based on a sample problem data, the analysis shows that (i) 
the trade-off between availability of lift assets and shortfalls can be quantified, (ii) the 
marginal decrease in shortfalls from having three or more packages of force modules is 
negligiblc, and (iii) shortfall is unaffected by airfield/module compatibility if more than 
50% of the airfield-module pairs are (;ompatiblc 
I. INTRODIJCTION 
rhe erun:nl dO\\llsizing and realignment of the US mililary's force structure have 
rcduclo:d the numhcr of troops pcmJanently stationed overseas. When rlo:sponding to 
crises, this reduction means that the bulk of combat and support forces musl come from 
bases in the continental US (CONUS). On the other hand, the US must be able to rapidly 
deploy its forces in order to respond swiftly to national security thn:ats and deter 
potential aggrlo:ssors To deploy and sustain forces overseas, the US depends on three 
mobil ity clements: sealift, airlift and prepositioned materieL Being the faster of the two 
lift clements, this thesis focuses on airlift which carries personnel and li mited amounts of 
high priority equipment and supplies. 
Effective and efficient airlitl operations depend on aircraft and airfield 
availability. Without sufficient number of aircraft and adequate number of airfields with 
proper capacities, troops and materiel can not be dclivlo:rcd to the right place at the right 
time. As the number of overseas airfields continues to deereaslo:, capacities of the 
remaining ones must be increased in order to maintain sufficient capacity to support 
airlift operations. Instead of permanently increasing the capacities of the remaining 
overseas airfields, the US Air Force developed the Global Reach Laydown Package 
(G-RLJ» concept consislingof five/orce modules. These force modules contain personnel 
and equipment necessary to provide additional infrastructure to an airfield, thereby 
increasing its capac ity. The key advall\age of the GRLP concepl is that the modules can 
be airlifted and deployed at overseas airfields in at most five days. However, the force 
modules must be deployed at the appropriate airfields and time in order to util ize them 
most effectively 
A. 	 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Given a set of available force modules, the problem is to determine when and 
wbere to place them in order to maximize their utility. One method of addressing this 
problem is to formulate it as an optimization model that places force modules at airfields 
in order to minimize shonages of airfield capacity. To make this problem meaningful, 
equipment and supplies are assumed to be delivered to airfields by the specified time 
When viewed as a tool, the amount ofshortagt: produced hy the model provides one 
measure of feasibility and is useful in planning airlift operations. 
B. 	 TH[SIS ORGANIZATION 
Chapter IJ provides a detailed discussion of airfield capacity expansion, including 
a description of the Global Reach Laydown Package concept. Mathematical 
programming formu lations of the problem are presented in Chapters III and IV. The 
implementation and applications of these formulations are presented in Chapter V where 
an example problem is solved using unclassified data. Conclusions are presented in 
Chapter VT 
U. AIRfIELD CAPACITY EXl'.-\NSION 
The success of any com hat operation depends on rapId closure of the personnel , 
equipment and supplies required to execute the operational plan_ [)clays in the delivery 
or men and materiel increase the vulnerahility of combat fo rces already in the crisis area 
and may result in unnecessary loss orJives_f> lanning an effective airlift operation 
requires detennining whethcrthere is sutTicient airfield capacity to sustain the level of 
cargo movement needed to satisfy the combat operation's closure requiremcnts_ If 
airfield capacity is inadequate, then the airlift operation cannot delivery the neecssary 
amount of cargo and personnel in time, rcgardless of the amount of airlift aircmft that are 
availahle 
The remainder of this chapter descrihes how the closure requirements for a 
combat operation are convened to airlift movement requirements, discusses what 
constitutes "sufficient" airfield capacity and presents how the GRLP concept can he 
utilized to expand airfields whose capacities arc inadequate 
A. MO\'EME:'oIT REQUIREMENTS 
A combat operation's closure requirements are detennined by the operational 
plan. Execution of the plan depends on the correct combat and suppon forces heing in 
the right place at the right time with all of their essential cquipment and supplies_ Once 
the required com hat forces are identitied and the date when they arc needed in-theater to 
suppon the operational plan is detennined, a movement reqUirement for the each force 's 
equipment and personnel is generated. A movement requirement specifies an amount of 
cargo and personnel to be moved, an origin airfield (Aerial Port of Embarkation or 
ArOE), a destination airfield (Aerial Port of Debarkation or APOD), a load date, and a 
delivery date. In this thesis, personnel movement will not he considered and henceforth, a 
movement requirement will refcr only to cargo 
The load date or the Available to Load Date (ALD) is the day that the cargo can 
be loaded on an aircrafi at the APOE . There arc typically three delivery dates specified 
for a given movcment requirement: Earliest Arrival Datc (EAD), Latest Arrival Date 
(LAD), and Required Delivery Date (ROD). The EAD is the earliest date that the cargo 
can be accepted at the APOD, the LAD is the latest datc that the cargo can arrive at the 
APOD and sti ll support the operation, and the RDD is the target date that the cargo 
should arrive at its destination and complete omoading [Ref 1]. Although any date within 
the limits of the above specificd dates can hc used in planning the operation, this thesis 
uses for illustration ALD for loadi ng and RDD for unloading cargo at airfields 
Moreover, in planning the capacity expansion, cargo scheduled for the same ALD or 
ROD are assumed to he loaded and unloaded in one day. This is the worst case scenario 
If all cargo can be delivered on time under this assWTlption, then they arc also on time 
when the loading or unloading is spread out over several days. 
Once all movement requirements have been defined and the load and delivery 
dates determined as discussed above, it is possihle to calculate the dai ly amount of cargo, 
measured in short tons (STONS), that is planned to depart an APOE or arrive at an 
APOD during the plalUling period. f or each airfield, this amount ean be viewed as the 
minimum levd of airfield capacity necessary to ensure that all movement requirements 
for a given day can be loaded or unloaded at the airfield, i.e. , the airtield's reqUIred 
capanty for that day. Graphing an airfield's required capacity for each day in the 
plalUling period generates a required capaCity profile. This profile represents the level of 
airfield capacity needed to satisfY the operation' s closure requirements over the entire 
planning period. Figure J shows an example of a requin:d capacity profile for a fictitious 
airfield over a period of nine days. To examine whether the existing capacity at an 
airfield is sufficient to support the operation, the airfield's throughpul capacity must be 
detennined and compared to the required capacity profile 
Required CapacIty Profite 
Figure 1: Required Capacity Profile Example 
B. 	 AIRl'lELD THROUGHPUT CAPACITY 
Throughput capacity is defined as Ihe daily amount ( in STONS) of cargo that can 
be loaded and oftloaded at an APOE and APOD. respectively . The Air Force [Ref2] 
quantifies an airfield's throughput capacity in the teon Maximum on Ground (MOO) 
value. A MOG value is the number of aircraft, ofa specific tYIk, that can be 
simultaneously serviced within that a ircraft 's plmlllcd ground time. 
Many factors , such as the amount of available ground support equipment, 
material handling equipment, and parking space (ramp space), determine the MOO value 
for an airfield. Wide-bodied aircraft, such as the C-5, consume more parking space and 
support equipment tban do narrow-bodied airframes like the C-141. So, if an airfield is to 
servicc only one ty'(X! of aircraft, Ihe MOO value for C-5s would be smaller than that for 
C-14Is. In essence, an airfield has only one MOO value, but it can be expressed with 
different units of measurement, ie., MO(J= 4 C-5s or MOCi = 6 C-/4fs. For planning 
purposes, dealing with dissimilar units is cumbersome. Previous studies (see, e.g., Ref3 ) 
convert MOG values in d ifferent units to a value haS(.>U on the number of narrow-bodied 
equivalent (NBE) aircraft. For example, ifone C-5 is cquivalent to 1.5 NBE MOO, then 3 
C-5sare the same as 4.5 NnE MOO and 3 C-5s and 2 C-141s are the same as 6.5 NEE 
MOO. 
To compare an airfield's required capacity prorile and its throughput capacity, it 
is n,-'Ccssary to convert the Nl3E MOG value to STONS of cargo per day. Given the 
planned ground time and maximum payload ora NBE aircraft, throughput capacity in 
STONS i day can be calculated from a NRE MOG value. for cxample, consIder an 
airfield with a NBE MOG value of 10. JJthe planned ground time for each aircraft is 3 
hours and the maximum payload equals 30 STONS, the throughput capacity is 2400 
STONS I day, i.e., (10 NllE aircraft i 3 hours) x (24 hours I day) x (30 STONS i NBE 
aircraft) - 2400 STONS I day lRef:l : p.23J . 
When an airfield's required capacity for a given day is greater than its throughput 
capacity, a capacIty shortfall exists Figure 2 below shows that there is a shortfall of 1000 
STONS un day 5, Summing the daily capacity shortfalls over the entire length of an 




Figure 2: Throughput Capacity Shortfalls 
airlift operation provides a measure of its feasibility, If the sum is zero, then there is 
sufficient airfield capacity for all movement requirements to be delivered on time. When 
the sum is greater than zcro, thcn existing capacity is insufficient and the sum indicatcs 
the amount thai is lacking, To supplcmcnt I:xisling airiields with additional capacity, the 
US Air Force (USAF) devdo~ thc Global Reach Laydown Package concept which is 
described next 
C. 	 GLOBAL REACH LAYDOWN PACKAGE CONCEPT 
The mission of the USAF's Air Mobility Command (AMC) is to providc a robust 
airlift capability that ensures "rapid response to a wide spectrum of contingencies, 
ranging from humanitarian lift operations 10 two major regional contingencies." [Ref 4 
p. 3-171 In 1992, Operation Restore Hope in Somalia further demonstrated that AMC 
must have the ability to conduct airlift operations in austere environments. To maintain 
the flex ibility necessary to support military operations anywhere in the world, AMC 
identified the need for a system of mobile infrastructure that can be rapidly deployed to 
establish effective airlift operations at airfields where infrastructure is limited or 
nonexistent [Ref5]_ This need led to the development orthe Global Reach Laydown 
Pllckage concept 
As stllted in the introduction, the GRLP concept consists of five force modules 
These modules contain equipment and personnel necessary to establish airlift operations 
at airfields where no infrastructure exists [Ref5]. Typically, a module includes personnel 
and equipment for services such as fueling, fire fighting, ground transportation, cargo 
handling, maintenance, weather forecasting, communications, and air traffic control 
Ref. 5 describes the force modules as follows 
1 Onload . The Onload module is designed for an airfield (Aerial Ports of 
Emharkation or APOb) wh.ere the primary operation is onloading (;argo for 
delivery to intheater airfields. These APOEs are nonnall) CONUS bases 
2 Stage. The Stage module is primari ly designed to handle crew rest and crew 
changes, but it does possess limited cargo throughput capa(;ity 
Hub, The Hub module is designed for the principle in-theater delivery 
locations (Aerial Ports of Debarkation or MODs) 
4 	 Spoke. The Spoke module is designed for smaller airfields that arc typically 
endpoints for dclivery of cargo to the user 
5 	 Contingency Tanker Task Force (CTTF) The CTTF module is designed to 
provide tanker aircraft and the related support equipment needed to establish 
aerial refueling operations 
For the first four modules, Table I lists the number of personnel, amount of e4uipment, 
and additional throughput capacity reported in Ref 6. The last module, CITf, docs not 
increase throughput capacity and "'i ll not he considered henceforth. 
Module Type Module Composition Module Throughput 
Personnel Equipment Capacity 

Onload 187 217 STONS 200 STONSlDay 

Stage 649 962 STONS 99 STONSIDay 

Hub 1457 1942 STONS 500 STONSlDay 

Spoke 234 509 STONS 60 STONS/Day 

1able L COmpoSlllOn 01 ~orce Modules 
D. 	 PLACEMENT OF FORCE MODULES 
Proper placement of these four force modules can alleviate throughput capacity 
shortfalls by increasing an airfield's existing throughput capacity. To detennine the most 
effective placement, three decisions must be made: (I) which airfields should be 
expanded, (2) when should they be expanded and (3) by how much should they be 
expanded. One possible solution would be to deploy enough modules to each airfield in 
the beginning of an airlift operation so that its expanded throughput capacity is equal to 
or greater than its maximum required capacity for the planning period. This would ensure 
that there are no throughput capacity shortfalls. However, there are a number of reasons 
why this solution is not realistic. First, there are only a limited number afforce modules 
available for usc. Specifically, the Air Force has identitied sufficient equipment for only 
two modules of each type [Ref 4: p. 3-18]. Second, since the composition oftbe four 
modules are simi lar, placing more than one module at an airfield results in significant 
duplication of equipment and personneL Thus, the additional throughput capacity gained 
by the airfield v.-ould not necessari ly equal the sum of the individual modules' throughput 
capacities. Finall y, aircraft available for transporting supplies and equipment are limited 
If too may aircraft are used to deploy force modules on a given day. there may not be 
enough aircraO left to transport the movement requirements 
There are also two placement options: one with the possibility of redeployment 
and the other without. Without redeployment, each force module may be placed at only 
one airfield and it remains there for the entire airlift operation. The redeployment option 
10 
allows the foree modules to he moved to a different airfield after their initial placement 
Each placement option has its pros and cons. The option without redeployment uses 
fev,-er aircraft so that more are availahle for transporting cargo_ On the other hand, the 
redeplo)ment option is more flexible, for the module placement can be adjusted to better 
suit throughput shortfalls that vary with time. The next chapter describes a problem that 




m. TUROllGHPUT CAPACITY EXPAl'lrlSION PROBLE:\l 
As discussed in Chapter II, the main criteria for detennining where and when to 
place GRLP force modulcs is to minimize the tota l amount of throughput capacity 
shortfalls that occur during an airlift operation. However, there are other issues to 
consider, such as the numher of airlift assets used to deploy the modules themselves. In 
an airlift operation, the number ofavailablc aircraft is limited, So, ifmore aircraft are 
used to deploy the modules, less are availahle for delivcring cargo. Howcver, more 
modules generally means more throughput capacity which leads to a greater reduction in 
shortfalls. Therefore, it would he inappropriate to consider minimizing shortfalls without 
addressing the expense or cost of transporting the modules for placement. The 
Throughput Capacity Expansion (TCE) problem addressed in this chapter considers hath 
the shortfalls and transportation cost in the Objective function 
This chapter consists of thrcc sections. Thc first section states problem 
assumptions, The second presents the mathematical formulation of the TeE problem 
under the assumption that redeployment is allowed. The TCE prohlem without 
redeplo)lncnt is discussed in the following chapter. Finally, the third section discusses 
re lated research 
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A. EXPANDlJ\G ArRFI£LD THROUGHPUT CAPACITY 
The mathematical programming formulation ofthc TCE problem presented 
below assumes the followi ng 
I To kcep the size of the problem manageahle, modules are deployed to airfields 
only on the first day of caeh wcek Since travel tim!;: is relatively short, 
modules generally arrive at airfields on the same day they are deployed. In this 
thesis, the terms "deployed" and " placed" are, therefore, interchangeahle. 
2 fo account for transportation and setup delay, a module hecomes operational k 
days after deployment. Depending on the scenario, k is hetween three and five 
days. For example, if an Onload module is deployed to an airfield on day 8, 
then the airfield will not have the additional 200 STONS daily throughput 
capacity provided by the module unt il day (8 + k) 
3. Capaci ty shortfalls are calculated on a dai ly basis 
4. On any particular day, at most one module can be in place at an ai rfIeld 
5. 	The cost of transporting a module to an ai rfield is the total amount of cargo in 
the module' s composition. This measure of transportation cost is appealing 
since its units are in STONS, the same as the measure for the amount of 
shortfalls 
Under these assumptions, the TCE problem can be stated as follows . Given the 
daily required capacities and original throughput capacity for each airfield, find the 
optimal deployment schedulc for the modules that minimizes the weighted swn of the 
total amount of throughput capacity shonfalls and the cost oftransponing modules to 
airfields 
B. MAlU[MATICAL1'OR:\WLATIO~ 
A mathematical formulation ofthe TeE problem with redeployment is given 
helow 
fndiccs: 
Airfields utilized in the mobility operation 
Module~ 
time period in days 

lime period in weeks 

Data: 
(:p Transportation cost to dcploy one module type pin STONS 
CMap Equals I only ifmoduk lype p can be assigned 10 an airticld a. from 
Chapter n . each forcc module is dcsigned for a specific type of airfield. 
To prevent an aiJiield from receiving an unsuitable module, th is term 
should be sel to I only when module p is suitable for airfield a. 
CPa Original throughp ut capacity ofairtield a in STONS I day 
Transportation and setup delay in days. In practice, k E (3,4,5) 
UJ.,. Last day in week IV 
A1~ :-.1aximum number of modules that can be mo ved on first day of week IV 
MCPp ']"hroughput capucity of module type pin STONS I duy 
Np Numher of module type p available for placement 
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RQa, Throughput capacity requirement for airfield a on day I in STONS 
Weight applied to throughput capacity shortfalls 
j3 Weight applied to transportation cost 
Variables: 
Yapw Equal 10 I if module p is in place at airfield a on first day of week w 
and 0 other-vise 
Xap1 Equal to 1 if module p is operational at airfield a on day I 
and 0 otherwise 
Zapw Equal to I if module p moved to airfield a on first day ofweek w 
and 0 otherwise 
Sal lhroughput capac ity shortfall at airfield a on day I 
To simplify the presentation, it is assumed that only compatible pairs of(a,p), i.e., 
ones whercCMap == 1, are used when referenced 
Formulation: 
Tbroughput Capacity Expansion Problem with Redeployment 
(TCEwR) 
minimize: PIIL<Cp • Zapw) , pII s", (I) 
subject to: 
IYapw s: I 'if a,w (2) 
p 
IYapw S: Np V p,w (3) 
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Yapw - Yap(w-l) ~ Zapw '>;j a,p ,w (4 ) 
CF;, + "'i.JMCPp" Kapt ) + Sat?' RQat '>;j a.t (6) 
p 
Xapt :S Yapw '>;ja,p, w and/Dw_l < t < IDw (7) 
Va,p ,wand LDw_l < t < LD", - k (8) 
Xapt E to,!} '>;j a,p,l (9) 
Yapw E {O,q '>;j a,p, w (0) 
Zap", E {O,l} \f a ,p ,w (II) 
'>;j a ,1 (12) 
The objectivc function (I ) consists of two tenns. The firsttenn is the weighted 
transportat ion cost and the second is the weighted amount of throughput capacity 
shortfalls_ Although each of these objectives can be optim ized independently, this thesis 
optim izes them simultaneously. Together, the weighL<;fJ andp assign a relative 
importancc between transportation cost and shortfalls. The proper values for p and pare 
empirically determined. 
Constraint set (2) limits each airfield to having at most one module in place for 
each week. Constraint set (3) ensures that the number ofmoduJes of each type used per 
week does not exceed the number available. Simi.lar to the technique used in Uro\\ll, 
17 
Lawphongpanich and Thunnan {Rt:f7: p.15] , constraint sel (4) indicates whether a 
module has been deployed to airfield a on week w. To illustrate, consider the case where 
module Pi was in place at airfield A I on week 2, but has been rcdeploycd to airfield A2 
on week 3. Constraint (5) generates the following equations: 
YA1,P1.3 - YA1.Pl ,2'::; Z A1.Pl,3 (13) 
YA2.Pl ,3 - YA2.1'1.2 $ ZA2.1'1,3 (14) 
where YAl,PI .3 ==0 , YAl .Pl.2.eo I, YA2.P1.3 == I , and YA2.P l, 2 ==0. The left hand side of 
( 13) and (\4) evaluate \0 -\ and L, respectively. The-\ values has no eITect onZA1,Pl .] 
since it is binary. However, at optimality, ZAl,Pl,) == 0 because o f its positive cost 
coefficient in the objective function . On the other hand, the value of I on the left side of 
(14) forces ZA2.Pl.3 == I, indicating that PI is redeployed to airfield Alon week 3. 
Constraint set (5) sets a limit to the maximum number of modules thai can be deployed 
on the first day ofa given week. The first two tenns in constraint set (6) represent the 
original and added, if any, capacities at an airfield a. When these capacities in 
combination are less than the amount required on day f,Sal takes on a positive value 
equal to the amount of shortfall. Together, constraint sets (7) and (8) determine whieh 
days f in week w that a deployed module becomes operational. Constraint sct (7) a!lows a 
module to he operational at airfield a only when the module is actually deployed there 
For example, if k = 3 and module P1 is assigned to airfield A I on week 2, 
thenYAl,Pl,2 '" 1and constraint set (7) will allow XAI.P l.1 == 1 for I = 8, 9, .. , 14 
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Ilowever, if the module PI has just been deployed to airfield Al on week 2, then 
LA1,Pl,2 - I and wnstraint (8) fow:s X ALPU [0 be 0 for 1= 8, 9, 10 to account for the 
sctupdclay_ Constraints (9), (10) and (II) forecA: Y, and Zlo be binary_ However, with 
};lpW being binary and the presence ofeonstraint sel (5), the objective function 
automatically forces Lap... to be either 0 or J and constraint set (II) can be replaced with 
the following 
hnally, constraint st:t (i2) emurcs that capacity shortfalls, Sat, an: nonnegative 
C. 	 REI.ATEDRESF.ARCIJ 
The '.IT£ problem with redeployment (TCEwR) presented above is related in 
structure to the capacity expansion (or capacity planning) problem addressed extensively 
in operations research literature, see for example Refs g, 9,10,11,12 and articles cited 
therein. Specifically, the TCr:wR problem contains many similarities to the models 
presented in works by Luss [Ref 8J and Li and Tirupali [Ref 91. In Ref 8, Luss addresses a 
gcncral capaclt).' expansion problcm tor two facilities and devdops a network flow 
algorillun for solving this problem. In Ref9, Li and Tirupati examine a single facilit).·, 
multiproduct capacit).· expansion prohlem that considcrs the choicc between two types of 
expansion, flexible and dedicated technology. The TCLwR problem and the models in 
Ref 8 and 9 determine a schedule of capacity expansions in an attempt to satisfy kno'WTI 
levels of demand for a finite number of di<;erete time periods. The oblective in all three is 
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10 minimize total costs associated wi th capacity expansion. As in thc TCEwR problem, 
thc model in Ref8 allows capacity shortfalls to occur and penalizes them in the objective 
function, and in Rcf9, the amount of capacity expansion available tor each time period is 
lim ited. However, hoth of these models differ from the TCEwR problem in Iwo ways 
f irst, the amounr of capacity expansion considered in Refs 8 and 9 is treated as a decision 
variable and is not limited 10 discrete levels as in the TCEwR problem , i.e., the four 
modules' tluoughput capacities. Second, in Refs 8 and 9, expansion ofa facility is 
permanent whereas capacity expansion in the TCEwR problem is temporary, i.e., a 
module can be redeployed to different airfields throughout the pla nning period 
During a preliminary experiment, the TCEwR problem was implemented in the 
General Algebraic Modeling System or (JAMS [Ref 13]. For a sample problem with 8 
airfields and a planning horizon of 60 days, the model generates 2208 binary variables, 
768 continuous variables and 4853 constraints. Using the rBM RS6000 model 590 and 
the CPU::X solver [Ref 14], it took over two hours to solve the problem that GAMS 
generated. Since a more realistic problem contains between )0 and 40 airfields and has a 
planning horizon of 180 days, the above formulation of the TCEwR problem must be 
modified to drastically reduce the solution time and make it useful in practice 
It should be noted, however, that the above formulation of the TCE problem is a 
natural one, for it follows many concepts in the existing literature. tn, the next chapter, 
alternate formula tions are given. Their main advantage is in the smaller number of 
variables and constraints which, in turn, lead to a much shorter solution time 
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IV. VARlABLF. RFDUCTION 
Recall that the TeE problem in Chapter HI contains two sets ofvariabh:s, one to 
essentially indicate the availability of additional capacity, XUPi ' and the other to account 
for the daily shortfalls, Sal. Both sets of variables aTC not d irectly associated with the 
deployment decision. They aTe mainly accounting variables. reporting the consequence 
of a decision_ In combination, Xap1 and SUI report shortfalls for a (optimal) decision to 
place the modules_ To reduce the size of the problem, these two sets of variables should 
be removed. One method to Ti;!ffiOve them from the formulation in Chapter III is to 
enumerate all possible shortfalls for all possible p[at:emlo:nt decisions. [n this manner, 
there is no need to include variables and constraints to explicitly account for shonfalls 
The first section of this <;hapter presents a new formulation for the TeE problt:m 
with redeployment. The next two sections providl>: two formulations for the problem 
where redeployment ofmodules is not allowed. The fonnulation of this problem is 
postponed to these sections in order to take advantage of a more compact approach to the 
TeE problems_ When the redeploymellt option is not availablt:, therl>: are two 
possibilities. The first one still assumes that the number of available lift assets are 
limited. The other places no limit on the number of lift asse ts used to deliver the 
modules. Although this second possibility may seem unrealistic, it docs havc 
applications It is possible that thl>: solution to the problem with unlimited lift asscts 
requires acceptable nwnbcr of aircraft. When the Tl>:quired number of aircraft is not 
'1 
acceptable, the resulting shortfal ls provide a benchmark against which the other module 
deployment plans can be compared 
A. ALTERNATE TCE PROBLF:M WITH REDEPLOYMENl 
The following ddinitions are necessary for the enumeration of all possible 
shortfalls. Note that these definitions are derived or computed from known data 
presented in Chapter ill 
Definitions: 





NPaw = Imax{O, RQul-CPu } (15) 
I=(/.D"_I -tl ) 
Wl:'pw= total capacity shortfalls eliminated at airfield a if module p is operational 

at the beginning of the week w. i.e., 

LV, 
WPapw = Imin{max{O, Rf2aI-CPul. MCPp ) (Hi) 
I=(U),. 1+1) 
Slapw'" total capacity shortfalls that are not eliminated at airfield 0 when module p does 
not become operational until the ( k -t l )th day of week, i,e. , 
(ID... _I -tk) 
Slapw = Imin{max{O, RQul-CPu }. MCPp ) (\7) 
1=(LD",_ IT1 ) 
In equation (15), the expression max{O,R(11 - CPa} calculates the amount of 
shortfall at airfield a on day I. lflhe airfield' s throughput capacity is greater than or equal 
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to the required capacity on day l , then the value of this expression is zero, indicating that 
there is no capacity shortfall Summing over all days in week w gives the total shortfalls 
for that week at airfield a. 
rhe summand in equation (16) computes the amount of shortfall eliminated by 
the module on day I. If the amount of shortfall on day I is less than lhe module's 
throughput capacity, i,c., RfJa/ - CPa < !vJCPp , then the "mm" operation evaluates to 
zero and there is no sbortfall Conversely, if RQ,a{ - CPa> A1CPp then the additional 
module capacity is insufficient and the amount of shortfall eliminated for day' { 
equals MCFp ' The amount of shortfall eliminated by module p during week w, WF;,[1W' is 
simply the sum of shortfalls eliminated on each day of week w. 
By assumption, a module placed at an airfield on day 1 becomcs operational on 
day (I + k) . Thlls, WPapw defined in (16) overstates the reductIOn in shortfall if a module 
is placed at the beginning of week w. As defined in (17),SZnfJ"" is then the amount of 
shortfall overstated by IYPnpw for week w. 
Below is a morc compact fomlUlation of the TCE problem with redeployment 
The decision variables, Yap'" andZapw , arc as defined previously. 
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Formulation: 
Tbrougbput Capacity F.lI.pansion Problem with Redeployment 
(New TCEwR) 
minimize: 
P2: 2: 2: (Cp'20 ",,)+ P2:2: [NP= - 2:(IW}~,"' Ya"I - ISZap. ' 2apwl)] (18) 
apw all' p 
subject to: Constraint sets (2) to (5), (10) and (11). 
As before, the objective function (18) minimizes the weighted sum of 
transportation costs and total shortfa.!ls. The summand of the second summation contains 
the following expression, 
2:(IWPapw' Y_l-ISZa",, ' Zapwl) 
p 
which represents the amoWlt of shortfalls eliminatoo during week w at airfield a. The 
first term is the amoWlt of shortfalls eliminated by a module that is operational during the 
entire week. The other term, involvingZapw , adjusts the amount of shortfal l if the 
module is placed at the airfield at the beginning of week w. This adjustment is necessary 
since the module is not operational during the first k days of the week. The other tenn in 
the second summation, N?<1\>" is a constant and can be eliminalt:d. However, its presence 
makes the meaning (total shortfall) of the second summation more evident. As previously 
explained, Zapw c:m be treated as a continuous variahle between [0, 1] 
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B. 	 TeE PROULU'l \VITH UMITED LUT ASSETS AND WITlIOUT 
REDEPLOYMENT 
Without n:dt:ployment, modules can not be moved to other airfidds once they are 
deployed. Therefore, the movement variahlcZapw and constraint set (5) become 
unnecessary and can be eliminated. Although it is possihle to restrict module placements 
to the beginning of each week, it is more general to allow placements on a daily basis To 
do so, data and variables with IV as ont: of their subscripts must be rt:placed with f to 
indicate daily information or decis ions. In particular, AI ~ becomes !vf r which represents 
the number ofmodulcs that can be placed at airfields each day. Recal l that M, is defined 
in practice by the number and type of aircraft assigned to transporting force modules 
In addition, definitions defined in section A are redefined as follows. Note that 
SZapw is unnecessary when redeployment is not allowed 
NPa = 	 total throughput capacity shortfalls over tht: entire operation at airfield a ifno 
modules are in place, i.e., 
Nf'a == Imax{O, RQ-al- CPa} Va (19) 
WPapl = 	 total amount of shortfalls eliminated by placing module p at airfield Gon day I, 
1.c., 
wr:'m = Imin{max{O, RQ"i - CPa}, MCPp } V G,p,1 (20) 
. i "i! l +k 
Similar to (16), tht: summand of equation (20) computes the amount of shortfall 
eliminated on a gi\'en day if module type p is in place The index ofsurnmation starts on 
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day (I + k) since modules do not become operational unti l k days after placement. To 
account for daily module placement, th e original variable YapII' is redefined as follows 
Variables: 
Yapt Equals 1 if module p is placed at airfield a on day t and 0 otherwise 
Formulation: 
TCE Problem with. Limited Lift Assets and witbout Redeployment 
(TCEwoRlLL) 
minimize: 
flIII(C1,' yop,)+PI[NPa- II(WP"", •Yap,) ] (21) 





L:LYupt ~ Np 
a , 
~p (23) 
L:L}~pt ~ M, ~, (24) 
}~t E{O,J} 'Va,p,1 (25) 
Similar to the TeE problem wi th redeployment, the objective function (2 1) 
minim izes the weighted sum of transportation cost and total shortfalls. Constraint set (22) 
limits eaeh airfield to having at most one module in place for the entire operation 
Constraint set (23) ensures that the number of modules of each type used does not exceed 
tIle numner available. Constraint sd (24) limits the number of modules that can be placed 
on any given day. Finally, constraint sct (25) forces Yapl to be binary 
c. 	 rCE: PROBLEM WlTD UNUMITFD LIFT ASSETS AND WlTflOUT 
REDEPLOY.\lENT 
When there is an unlimited number of ai rcraft , it is logical to place modules al 
airfields on day I since delaying the placement can only increase shortfall. Moreover, 
doing so further reduces the size of the problem, for the subscript I becomes unnecessary 
In fact, total shortfalls and the placement variable, Yap ' can now be redefined as follows 
WP"p= tota l shortfalls eliminated if module type p is placed at airfield a, i.e. , 
WPap = Imin{max{O, RQa/ - CPa}, Mep,, } 'rf a ,p (26) 
I ~k+ l 
Variables: 
r;,p Equals 1 if module type p is ass igned to airfield a 
Formulation: 








Yap E {O,t} \i a,p (30) 
The above objective flillction and constraints are similar to the previous prohlem 
Although the assumption that modules arc placed on day 1 may be logical, it may 
be desired \0 delay placement if shortfall is not effected. Movement of cargo and 
pcrsOlmel to their destination al the beginning ora military operation is critical . So, more 
aircraft available during the initial phase is highly desirable. When examined closely, 
modules do not need to be deployed until kdays prior to the first occurrence of shortfalls 
at airfields. More precisely, define "ta to he the first occum:ncc of shortfall at airfield a, 
i.e., 1"a= min{t: RQIlI - CF;/} , Then, if }~, = 1, i.e., module p is placed at airfield a, the 
module can be placed on day I; , where I; = max{I , T a - k} . 
The next chapter prcsents solutions and applications of the TeE problems 
discussed above. 
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v. L\IPLEJ\U:NTATIOJ'li" AND APPLICATIONS 
The fonnu latiuns discussed in the previous chapter arc implemented on a 4&6/33 
lvtHz personal computer with the General Algebraic Modeling System using the XA 
solver [Ref 151_To il lustrate the usc ofthcsc [unnulations in solving the TCE problem, 
the first section below presents a sample TCE prohlem and the solutions obtained via 
GAMS The last section demonstrates some applications oflhese formu lations to provide 
information useful for planning effective a irlift operations 
A. SAMPLE PRORLEM 
As an illustration, a sample TCE problem was constructed using data from a 
fictit ious airlitl operation provided by the USAF's Studies and Analysis Aglo:ncy. 
Washington, D,C. [Ref 16]. This data includes (1) all movement requirements for Ihe 
planning period of 180 days, (2) a listing of the 7 APOEs and 28 APODs to be used in the 
operation, and (3) their respective throughput capacities. Table 2 shows a summary or the 
available and required throughput capacities for each airfield in the sample problem 
Airfiel ds A I to A7 denote the Seven APOEs and the rest are ArOOs. When comparing 
the available and required throughput capacities on a daily basis, there are two instances 
where the required throughput capacity at airfield A6 exceeds its available capacity by 
more Ihan ten standard deviations. If these two instances are included as part oflhe 
problem data, they will dominate tOlal shortfalls and render the analysis uninteresting 
rherefore, the two instances were removed from the problem data. 
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Airfield Airfield Available Required Thru Cap # of Days 
Type Thru Cap (STONS) Req Cap> 
(STONS) Mean Std. Dev. Avail Cap 
A1 APOE 3465 1045 .80 1718.38 5 
A2 APOE 1808 166.00 124.45 0 
A3 APOE 10848 244.78 568 .32 0 
A4 APOE 17176 296.33 502.66 0 
AS APOE 4520 2619.64 4317.46 5 
A. APOE 7232 5146 .37 5277 .96 9 
A7 APOE 4520 642.31 1347.04 1 
A8 APOD 904 350 .35 375.27 3 
A9 APOD 3465 516.7 1 718 .43 0 
A10 APOD 904 138.93 201.4 1 0 
A11 APOD 1925 121 .54 187.19 0 
A12 APOD 904 248 .64 378 .80 1 





































A20 APOD 6328 394.64 873.82 0 
A21 APOD 2712 136.02 143.81 0 
A22 APOD 904 240.85 241 .79 1 
A23 APOD 2712 819.82 620 .23 0 
A24 APOD 1155 726.00 924.90 1 
A25 APOD 904 49 .00 0 .00 0 
A2. APOD 27 12 301 .53 605 .86 0 
A27 APOD 904 422.76 415.62 5 













A31 APOD 904 124.50 166.74 0 
A32 APO D 904 307 .85 336.09 1 
A33 APOD 1808 1026.70 1316.50 9 
A34 APOD 1808 481.43 506 .24 0 
A35 APOD 4520 217 .70 246 .63 0 
Table 2. Summary StatIstIcs for AIrfield CapacIty Rcqum:mcnts 
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Table 3 lists the module typt:s available in the TeE prohlem, their throughput 
capacities, transportation cost and where they can be placed . ror each type of module, 
onl y two modules arc aVlIi lah1c for placement. i.Io:. , Nt' = 2 for all p. According to Table 
3, any APOD airfield can be des ignated as a stage, hub or spoke airfield which may be 
unrealistic. However, more realistic data is not available in an unclassified fonn and this 
issue is further addressed in a later seclion. finally, the maximum number ofmodult:s 
that can be moved in a week is two, i.c., ,'0'/.,.. = 2 fOf al l w 
ModuJeType ModuJe Name Throughput Cap. Possible Tr.lns. Cost 
(STO"lSJ Day) Placement (STONS) 
PI Onload 200 APOE 217 
P2 Slagc 99 APOFJAPOD 962 
P3 Hub 500 APOfJAPOD 1942 
P4 Spoke 60 AI'OEJAPOD SO'J 
Tahk 3. Module Compallbd lty 
For the sample TCE problem with redeployment, GAMS took less than three 
minutes to generate 2507 binal)' variables, 3934 continuous variables and 4 142 
constraints and the solve r, XA. took another 19 seconds to produce an optimal solution 
Figure 3 d isplays the output fo r the problem in which ~ -- 1 and p == 7. The cross-hatched 
bars represent the weekly locations for each module type. To illustrate. consider module 
type Pl, On week I o rthe sample problem. two P3 modules are plaeed at ai rlields A5 
and 1\30, On week 3, the P3 module at airlleld AS is redeployed to airfield A33 when: it 
remains until it is moved to a irtkld 1\6 on week 5. Figure 3 also allows for quiek 
verification that no more than twO of each module typc me deployed at anyone time 
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Reading down the column for each week shows that no more than two blocks are shaded 
for each type of mudule 
Fif:,'Ure 3: Deployment Schedule for TeE Problem with Redepluyment 
Although there are four APOEs with shortfalls, only the three wilh the most 
shortfalls, i.e. , A I, AS and A6, received modules. In this solution, a PI module is 
deployed 10 airfields A I and A6. Note that this can be done hy deploying two different PI 
modules or redeploying one from A6 to Al on w~k 5. Since the transportation cost for 
either case is the same, they arc alternate optimal solutions. Also, note that this solution 
does not place any P4 modules Computing the cost to benefit ratio, C/B, for the four 
types ofmoduJcs, where C and B are the module ' s transportation cost and thruughput 
capacity, respectively, shows that P4 has a lower cost per unit of throughput capacity 
than ]>2. Based on the riB ratios, it should be more attractive to place a P4 module. 
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However, thi s solution indicates that a module's throughput capacity is more important 
than its cost to benefit ratio. Thi s makes sense since shortfalls arc weighted more heavily 
than t ransportat ion cost in this sample problem, i.e., p = I and r = 7 
For comparison, the two l CE problems without redeployment, i.e., TCEwoR/LL 
and TCEwoR!UL, were solved with P= I and p = 7. FOf the TCEwoRILL problem, the 
maxim um number of modules that can be deployed on any day eljuals 1'\'10, i.e, M( = 2 . 
GAMS took approximately 8 minutes to generate 17400 binary variables and 201 
constraints in the TCEwoRILL problem and the sol ver XA required another 3 seconds to 
produce an opti mal solution. For the TCEwoR/UL problem, GAMSIXA generated 141 
binary variables, 41 constraints and found the optimal solution in approximately 25 
seconds For this sample problem, the two TCEwoR problems produced the same 
optimal solution. [n general, an optimal solution for the TCEwoR/UL problem shoul d be 
no worse than that of the TCEwoRILL problem since the fonncr is less restrictive. The 
output for the two TCEwoR problems are l isted in Table 4 
A[RFIELD DEPLOYMENT DATE 
4 5 8 13 14 18 47 
AS (APOE) P1 
A6 (APOE) P1 
A13(APOD) P4 
A15 (APOD) P4 
A18 (APOD) P3 
A27 (APOD) P2 
A30(APOD) P3 
A33 APOD) P2 
Table 4. Deployment Plan for rCE Problem Wlthout Redeployment 
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To compare the solutions generated by the TCEwR and TCEwoR problems, 
Figure 4 displays this deployment schedule shown in a fonnat similar to Fib'me 3 
Without the redeployment option, only eight of the 17 airfields that require expansion 
can receive modules. Since the P I modules arc only compatible with APOEs, they are 
depJoyt:d to the two APOEs with the most shortfalls, A5 and A6_ Of the remaining six 
airfields that are expanded, this schedule places the modules with the largest throughput 
capacities at the airfields which have the greatest amount of short falls . 
Tables 5 provides a summary of the optimal solutions obtained by the TCEwR 
and TCEwoR problems. It is interesting to note that, in this sample TeE problem, 
redeployment of the modules is of little benefit since it reduces total capacity shortfalls 
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by only 3.9% more than placement without redeployment, while requiring over twice the 
amount of a irlift assets 
Besides determining an optimal deployment schedule, the solutions to the TCE 
problems provide airl ift planners with the amount of daily shortfall al each airfield. To 
illustrate, Figure 5 displays Ihe level of daily shortfa ll at airfield A 15 before and alter the 
deployment of tOTee modules in the TCEwR problem. From the deployment scheduic in 
Figure 3, a P2 module is placed al the airfilo:ld on week 4, increasing the airfield 's 
throughput capacity by 99 STONS / day which is insufficient to eliminate shortfalls on 
days 5 1, 53, 62 and 74. To eliminate Ihe remaining shortfalls, a different module is 
required at A 15_ Being an APOD, the on ly compatible modul e with sufficient capacity to 
eliminate 175 STONS of daily shortfall is P3, So, if an add itional P3 is available, 
shortfa lls at A 15 can be completely eliminated. 
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Sho rtfa ll Pro fil~ for Airfi t ld A IS 
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Figure 5: Shortfall Profile Before and After Module Placement 
B. 	 AP PLICATIONS 
To illustrate possible applications ofthc TeE problems, this section examines 
three issues of in terest. They are: (I) the trade-off between lift asset availability and 
shortfalls, (2) the benefits of additional force modules and (3) the effect of 




Total Transportation Cost 'l's. Rho 
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Figure 7: Total Transportation Cost vs. Rho 
The light shaded curve in Figure 8 is a different representation of the infonnation 
in Figures 6 and 7. It is generated by Microsoft Excel [Ref 17J to represent the trend line 
through the (square) dots representing possible combinations of shortfalls and 
transportation costs. This trend line is simply a trade-off curve. Using the curve, if there 
arc 55 C-5s available, then shortfalls of nearly 7100 SI ONS should be expected_ On the 
other hand, i[6900 STONS is the most shortfalls that can be allowed to ensure a 
successful mission, then approximately 93 C-5s are needed 
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Figure 8 : Lift Asset Availahility and Total Shortfalls 
To compare the with and without redeployment options, the trade-off curve for 
the TCEwoR problem, j, e., the dark shaded curve, is also d isplayed in Figure 8 
Intuitively, the fact that the trade-off curve for the no redeployment option lies above the 
onc with redeployment makes sense. For Ihlo: same amount of shortfalls, the onc with the 
redeployment option should require no mOTe C-5s than Ihe one without, for the fonner is 
less restrictive. At 7200 STONS of shonfalls, apprOldmately 38 and 45 C·5s are required 
under the with and without redeployment options, respectively. As shortfalls increase , the 
number orC-5s required by the two options are the same. The point at which the two 
trade-off curves coincide varies depending on the data, Our data suggest that, if7300 
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SIONS of shortfalls are acceptabk, approximately 28 C-5s are needed regardless oflhe 
option 
2. Additional Sets of l<orce Modules 
AMC identifies a sel consisting of one moduk of each type as a package. In the 
sample problem in Section A, two packages are available for deployment. By varying the 
number of available packages and resolvi ng the TCE prohlem, the amount of shortfall 
reduction obtained can be examined to delennine if justification exists for procuring 
additional packages. Figure 9 summarizes the results of varying the available number of 
packages in the TCEwR problem with J3 = 1 and p '" 7. Note that there is at most a 2% 
reduction in shortfalls ifmore than two packages are available. Based on this sample 
problem data. there is no justification for further procurement of packages 
rotal Sbortfalls vs. Number or Available Packages 
Figure 9: Effect of Additional Packages on Total Shortfalls 
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J. Compatibility or Module Types and Airfields 
In the absence afmore detailed data, an assumption for airfield/module 
compatibility made earlier in this chapter allows all airfields to receive Hub, Spoke or 
Stage modules_ To examine the effect oflhis assumption, the TCEwR problem is 
resolved v,rilh different degree or percent compatibility blo:lwl;:l;:n airfields and modules_ At 
the desired degree or percent compatihility, denoted as q. pairs of compatible modules 
and airfields are randomly generated. Tn particular, if r is a uniform random variable 
between 0 and I, then a given airfield-module pair, (a,p), is compatible, i.e" 
CMap -= 1, when r S q. This process is repeated for all possible pairs (up) 
Using the same datu as in Section A with 13 - I and p ~ 7, Figure 10 displays how 
shortfalls vary using different percent compatibility. Clearly, the effect on the shortfalls is 
negligihle heyond 50%. Moreover, the difference in shortfalls at 25% and 50% 
compatibility is only 3%. These results suggest that the results in Section A are valid if 
the true compatibility is at least 50% 
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Total Shortfalls vs. Percent Compatibility 
l'enntComplI.tibility 
Figure 10: Shortfalls and AirfieldlModule Compatibi lity 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Realignment of the US military's force structure has reduced the number of 
overseas airfields avai lable for use in airlifl operations. Without adequate number of 
airfields that have sufficiem capacity, troops and materiel can not be delivt:n:d to the 
right place at the right time To effectively support a wide range of contingency 
operations. the USAF' s Air Mohility Command (AMe) must have the ahility to rapidly 
expand the capacit ies ofthe remaining airfields. With the development aftlle Global 
Reach Laydown Package (GRLP) concept, AMC can selectively deploy mobile 
infrastructure, i_c. , GRLP force modules, to increase airfield throughput capacity 
The goal of this thesis is to aid airlift planners in ddcnnining the most effective 
placement of these modules to suppon the required cargo movement in an airl ift 
operation. Tn particular. the decision of where and when to place these modules is 
formulated as integer programming problems. also known as Throughput Capa(;ity 
Expansion (TeE) problems. There arc two options in placing the moduks. One allows 
module~ to be redeployed to different airilelds after their initial placemcnt and tht: other 
does not. As an obJt:(;tivt:, problems under both options minimize the weighted sum of 
tht: total amount of capacity shonfalls and the transportation cost Hssociatoo with 
dt:ploying fO[(;1: moduks 
When implemented in GAMS, solutions to the TCE problems sjk(;ify scheduks 
for deploying/redeploying force modules at various airfields. Moreover, as an aid in 
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decision making. these solutions can be analyzed and provide useful information. Based 
on the sample data, the analysis shows that (i) the trade-ofrbetween availability oflift 
assets and shortfalls can bc quantificd, (ii) thc marginal decrease in shortfalls from 
having three or more packagcs offorcc modules is negligible, and (iii) snortfall is 
unaffected by airfieldlmodule compatibility ifmore than 50% oftne airfield-module 
pairs are compatible 
rhis thesis suggests the following area for futurc research 
t rhis thesis examined capacity expansion for APOEs and APODs only 
However, other studies (see, e.g., Ref3) indicate that limited MOG values at 
intermediate, i.e., enroute, airfields can create "bottlenecks" and cause lale 
delivery of cargo and passengers. The efrect of placing tnesc force modules at 
cnroutc airfields needs to be examined. 
2 Tne Air Force has indicated Ihat new modules types are under consideration 
for development [Ref 18]. Thlo:se TeE problems can be used as a tool to 
evaluatc the benefits of any new modulc types 
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